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This work provides results related with the new caclulations of the heating scenarios, mag-

netic field line tracing and the implementation of new diagnostics in the SCR-1 stellarator.

Single O-X pass conversion with microwave heating scenarios at very low magnetic field

(43.8 mT at the center) were performed by the IPF-FDMC full wave code [3]. These results

were used to design a device capable of redirecting electromagnetic waves to particular plasma

regions where O-X-B conversion takes place. Additionally an explanation is provided on why

an open-ended waveguide coupled into the SCR-1 vacuum vessel is the best possible setup.

Using the field line tracer BS-SOLCTRA (Biot-Savart Solver for Compute and Trace Mag-

netic Fields) we were able to compute the magnetic field lines for the SCR-1 device. Data from

the magnetic field was used to obtain other plasma paramaters. Therefore, special functions have

been developed and added to BS-SOLCTRA with the aim to convert it into a parallel magnetic

plasma confinement simulation framework. The aforementioned special functions compute: ro-

tational transform radial profiles, contour plots for the total magnetic field, and finally, first

scheme of parameterization of flux surfaces for the SCR-1 plasma.

Among the improvements for the device diagostic systems, a flexible bolometer design and

assembly is shown, as well as synthetic diagnostic estimations made for the device. Further-

more, new magnetic diagnostics were implemented as well, namely: a set of Mirnov coils,

Rogowski coils and two diamagnetic loops which add up to the Langmuir probe. Finally, new

appliances are also described: a new fast camera and a state of the art optical spectrometer.
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